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Recognition is essential in a great
workplace, and it doesn’t need to be
complicated or expensive. A recent
study found that 82% of employees
actually preferred receiving praise to
gifts.

Employee recognition is the easiest
way to boost employee engagement.
And when it comes from peers, it
strengthens team relationships too.
How? It reduces any competitive
feelings colleagues may have for each
other. Replacing it with an increased
feeling of collaboration instead.

It’s pretty powerful stuff when you
think about it!  In this guide you'll learn
how to successfully embed shout-outs
into your organisation. 

INTRODUCTION
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You may not think it, but who is doing the
recognising is just as important as what is
being recognised. There are two reasons for
this...

Firstly, as with many colleague-based
initiatives, having the support of your senior
leaders will be essential to embedding
shout-outs within your team. Why? Having
them model the recognition behaviours you
want to see in other employees is the most
effective way to show everyone how
important it is, and how much it matters for
your team! 

Secondly, in a recent Gallup workplace
survey, employees were asked to remember
who gave them their most meaningful and
memorable recognition. And guess what?
The most memorable recognitions often
come from an employees’ manager (28%)!
This is closely followed by other high-level
leaders, CEOs (24%) and manager’s
managers (12%).

ENCOURAGE
YOUR
MANAGEMENT
TEAM TO GET
THINGS STARTED
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Some say it takes 30 days to build a habit.
And the same is true for embedding shout-
outs. You need to do it consistently, and
recognise different people who go above
and beyond to make your team happy!

If you have a team meeting once a week,
why not set five minutes aside at the start
for everyone to log in to Stribe and send a
shout-out (or two!)? Not only will this help
everyone build their own habit, but it also
provides a great moment of reflection for
your team to think about the actions and
achievements of their colleagues! 

If you really want to push the boat out, why
not encourage everyone to send one shout-
out at the start of every day for a week? At
your next weekly meeting discuss your
shout-outs and make a plan for the next few
weeks to help you all keep up the habit!

MAKE IT A HABIT
BY KEEPING IT
CONSISTENT



3SHINE A
SPOTLIGHT ON
DIFFERENT
TEAMS!
It can be tempting to always recognise the
colleagues we work with closely every day.
However, often the shout-outs that mean
the most come from colleagues we don’t
work with as frequently! Encourage your
colleagues to send shout-outs to those who
they may not work closely with every day. 

The best way to do this? No matter how big
or small the recognition is, tell them! Finding
opportunities to highlight the actions of
people in different teams improves
employee connections and helps others
who may not have heard about them in
their day-to-day.
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Stribe’s shout-outs connect to your values
which helps your employees see how their
success contributes to the success of their
team and the organisation overall! This
helps embed those behaviours deeper, and
gives your employees a sense of belonging.
Connecting shout-outs to your values is
particularly important when your
organisation grows or changes. It creates a
sense of security for your employees,
motivating them to continue their good
work even during times of change.

FOCUS ON
YOUR VALUES



5CELEBRATE
CUSTOMER
FEEDBACK
Everyone loves to hear when work is
appreciated by customers and clients, so
why not share that feedback using shout-
outs too?

Channelling this feedback not only
emphasises great behaviours for your
employees, but is a really useful way to hear
about the great work of your team,
especially if you are a leader who doesn’t
have as much visibility into their day-to-day. 

Another benefit is that employees are
always more likely to repeat the actions and
behaviours that led to the happy customer,
meaning more happy customers in the
future! 



Start small – aim to start or end your week by sending a shout-
out on Stribe. Try to build this up to daily, it will help you notice
the little things!
Celebrate in the moment – send your shout-outs as soon as
they happen, it makes them much more meaningful.
Spread the love – be mindful of who you’re sending shout-outs
to. It can be easy to send them to colleagues you work with
closely every day. Aim to recognise everyone you work with in
equal measure!
Get into the detail – be as specific as you can with your
recognition. It can make it so much more powerful for the person
receiving it.
It’s not always about achievements – shout-outs are about
appreciation and being there for one another as much as they are
about achievements. It’s why we’re so keen for you to celebrate
every small moment. They all add up!
Send reminders for colleagues – include information about
shout-outs in your internal communications so employees know
it’s there for them.

Now you're ready to launch shout-outs in your organisation, read our
favourite tips to get your shout-outs perfect every time.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

GETTING STARTED WITH
SHOUT-OUTS

Shout-outs are about

appreciation and being

there for one another as

much as they are about

achievements.



THANK YOU!
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